Employ
Crew
Tax Smart Solutions – a simple guide for companies that contract South African crew workers
in light of the forthcoming tax changes in March 2020.
South African expat workers face drastic changes to the way they are taxed by SARS
come March 2020. The 183-day exemption is falling away and whilst not all crew will be
effected, some will. In layman’s terms SARS has always taxed on worldwide income, but with
exemptions. These exemptions saw most South African expat workers face no tax liability
in South Africa. With the removal of the ‘183-day’ exemption, hefty tax bills may now be
incurred without action.

Do you have any South
African crew earning in
excess of the equivalent of
GBP 57,000 per annum?

Your crew face a potential tax liability
in South Africa of up to 45% on all
their earnings (including tips) over
ZAR 1,000,000.

The proposed exemption on foreign
earnings of ZAR 1,000,000 means
no further action need to be taken at
the moment.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

CURRENT EXEMPTION RULES FOR
EXPAT SA CREW
 The person must have been
outside of South Africa for at
least 183 full days in the tax year;
 The income earned as a result
of work on the ship must have
been paid as an employee, that
is it cannot have been earned as
an independent contractor or
business owner on the ship; and
 The ship must be involved in the
international transportation of
passengers or goods for reward,
for example, a cruise ship.

 If the crew member REALLY fits the
current exemptions no action could
be taken. Be aware though that
SARS actions with regards to South
African tax changes are highlighting
SA expat workers. Therefore crew
may prefer to have a structure in
place to avoid any subsequent
changes.
 Crew could seek second residency
in a more ‘tax friendly environment’
then financially emigrate from South
Africa.
 Crew holding another residency
(other than South African) could
seek to formally emigrate.
 Crew should look into operating
through the Tax Smart Structure.
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